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Holy Cow! DEEP STATE  

Goes after Uranium One 

Whistleblower 
Robert Mueller actually colluded with the Russians 

Friday, November 30, 2018 11:24 a.m. by Ben Armstrong  

This is amazing and Deep State corruption at its worse.  The Uranium One scandal is 

one of the main reasons why Robert Muller was appointed to investigate Donald 
Trump.  They need to bring President Trump down to protect themselves.  

FBI Raids Recognized Whistleblower's Home for Clinton Foundation  

Robert Mueller actually colluded with the Russians and allowed them to take control 

of about 20% of America's Uranium. FACT! He was the head of the FBI and signed 

off on it. So did all the other department heads in the Obama administration. They all 

colluded with Russia.  

Why would any of these people do that? The same people that are telling you, RIGHT 

NOW, that Russia is a major threat to America, gave Russia OUR Uranium. They are 

the same people who, RIGHT NOW, say if Trump even talked to Russians he should 
be locked up.  

The logical conclusion is they did it because they were paid by the Russians. The 

Clinton foundation was a pay to play scheme. We all know it. It is why Hillary had a 

hidden private server. It is why Hillary deleted 30,000 subpoenaed emails illegally. It 
is why no one is being held accountable.  

Robert Mueller is leading the special counsel because he has skin in the game. He 

became a multimillionaire! How? You know how. James Comey is a multimillionaire! 



How? You know how. All these people are now worth millions.  How? (Oh, I forgot, 

they are great at making investments. Yeah.... Isn't it weird how everyone in 

Washington always seem to make great investments and become millionaires with 

ease? They tell you that you can't do it because you are too dumb. It's obviously very 

easy, so why can't you do it? You know why.) The Clintons are worth hundreds of 

millions of dollars through the Clinton Foundation. How? You know how. Pay to Play 
schemes with foreign governments, including Russia.  

This is the real scandal. This is the truth and only liars would deny it. Anyone can find 

out this information for themselves. The ones who deny it are tools of the lying liberal 

media. Watch CNN and MSNBC and you will stay blind, because you want to be 
blind. There is a thing called the internet, you can do your own research.  

How about this, get really mad at me and go out and prove me wrong. Say to yourself, 

I am going to prove that guy is an idiot, and do your own research. Or stay blind and 

run to the liberal media for your answers. It's your choice.  

 

SOURCE:  https://wsau.com/blogs/ben-armstrong-blog/20344/holy-cow-deep-state-goes-after-

uranium-one-whistleblower/ 
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